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Blue snake fish pokemon

From Bulbapedia, the community-driven Pokémon encyclopedia. Feebas (Japanese: K] バ Inbas) is a Pokémon-type Water presented in Generation III. It develops into Milotic when flattened with its beautiful state quite high, or (from generation V onwards) when negotiated holding a prism scale. Biology A prism scale formed on feebas skin is a wretched,
old-looking, fishlike Pokémon with a light brown body covered in dark, irregular spots. She has big, deep eyes and big, pink lips. The tail and chest fins are dull blue and raged in appearance. The dorsal fin is triangular with a hole in the middle. Because of its poor appearance, it is largely ignored by predators, trainers, and researchers alike. However, this
hardy Pokémon is capable of eating everything and living anywhere. It is often found in oceans and weed-choked lakes, even if only a little water is available. While there are many of these Pokémon that exist, populations tend to congregate in small areas. Once found, its dull wits make it easy to capture. Feebas is a source of research because of its vitality,
despite being attractive and unpopular. In anime, Prism Scales are revealed to form naturally in Feebas in some cases. In the anime In the main series Important appearances In Ya See We Want An Evolution!, Haley's Feebas, known as The Loveliest Feebas of All, proved to be a powerful Pokémon without even evolving. In Wickedness in Wonderland!,
one of Mismagius's illusions featured a Feebas belonging to Johanna evolving into a Milotic. In The Cuteness Quotient!, Jinnyゃ's Feebas, nicknamed Feeby (Japanese: ひ°hi-chan), competed at the Friendship Festival and evolved into Milotic during a battle against meowth. Feebas's small appearances debuted in Whiscash and Ash, where he bit Jessie's
hair. In strategy begins at home!, the Rocket team was fishing for Goldeen in a lake with feebas. On the Historical Mystery Tour!, Dawn encountered a Feebas in Katu's Forest. In Big Sky, Small Fry!, Lana reeled in a Feebas while fishing and gave it to the main fisherman so she and Ash could use his boat. At Dewpider Ascending!, a Feebas was swimming
along a river. Pokédex entries Episode Pokémon Source Entry AG079 Feebas Magikarp laptop seller This Pokémon fish, called Feebas, is often ignored due to the messy appearance of his fins and body. Episode Pokémon Source Entry DP021 Feebas Dawn of Pokédex Feebas, the Pokémon Fish. Although extremely raged, it is a hard Pokémon that can
live almost in type of water. Its advanced form is Milotic. Episode Pokémon Source Entry SM033 Feebas Rotom Pokémon Feebas, the Pokémon Fish. A type of water. Feebas are tough and can live in highly contaminated water. Episode Pokémon Source Entry JN031 Feebas Goh's Rotom Feebas Phone, the Pokémon Fish. A type of water. Called the
shabbiest Pokémon in the world, Feebas tend tend school in large numbers at the bottom of the rivers that is filled with aquatic plants. In Pokémon: Twilight Wings Feebas in Pokémon: Twilight Wings In a flashback to the waves early in the evening, a young Nessa became friends with a Feebas. She later developed into Milotic and was reunited with her
today. In manga Feebas at Pokémon Adventures In Pokémon Adventures manga Main article: Feeffee In not so charming Feebas, Ruby received a Female Feebas after she got a taste in him while she was fishing on route 119. After protecting herself from a fierce Zancoose and Seviper, Ruby was forced to keep her on his team, nicknaming feeffee's. She
later became a talker on It All Ends Now VII after Ruby declared she was beautiful despite her appearance. In Pokémon Battle Frontier manga Eda had a Feebas, which evolved into Milotiko after a battle with Tucker in the introduction of Frontier Brains!. In Pokémon Diamond and Pearl Adventure! Manga Mitsumi has a Milotic that evolved from Feebas, it
seems in a flashback to Mitsumi's desire. In the main article TCG: Feebas (TCG) Data Games NPC displays Pokédex entries This Pokémon was not available before Generation III. Generation III Hoenn #140 Kanto #— Ruby Feebas' fins have been cut and cut since the beginning of her life. Due to its poor appearance, this Pokémon is largely ignored. It is
capable of living both at sea and in rivers. Sapphire While Feebas' body is in rags, it has a hardy and persistent life force that allows it to live anywhere. However, this Pokémon is also slow and dimwitted, making it an easy catch. Emerald Feebas live in lakes that are heavily contaminated with weeds. Because of his hopelessly miserable appearance, it
seems like few trainers raise it. FireRed Ridiculed for its wretched appearance, ignored by investigators. He lives in lakes choked with weeds. LeafGreen Generation IV Sinnoh #138 Johto #— Diamond Is famous for her miserable appearance. While densely populated, they tend to cluster in designated locations. Pearl Eats everything so that you can even
live in polluted streams and lakes. Nobody pays attention to that. Platinum is a miserable and ugly Pokémon. However, it is very hardy and can survive with a little water. HeartGold Is the most miserable Pokémon of all. It is formed in schools and lives at the bottom of the rivers. SoulSilver Generation V Unova #— Black It is a shabby and ugly Pokémon.
However, it is very hardy and can survive with a little water. White Black 2 Is a vile and ugly Pokémon. However, it is very hardy and can survive with a little water. White 2 Generation VI Kalos #— Hoenn #145 X It eats anything, so it can even live in em infected streams and lakes. He doesn't pay attention to it. Y It's the most miserable Pokémon of all. It is
formed in schools and lives at the bottom of the rivers. Omega Ruby Feebas' fins have been cut and tailed since the beginning of her life. Due to the poor quality appearance, this Pokémon is largely ignored. It is capable of living both at sea and in rivers. Alpha Sapphire While feebas body is in rags, it has a hardy and persistent life force that allows it to live
anywhere. However, this Pokémon is also slow and dimwitted, making it an easy catch. Generation VII AlolaSM: #155 AlolaUSUM: #189 Kanto #— This Pokémon has no Pokédex entries in Let's Go, Pikachu! and go, Eevee! . Sun A hard Pokémon that is absolutely fine even in dirty water. However, because of his raged, miserable appearance, he is
unpopular. Moon Although attractive and unpopular, the wonderful vitality of this Pokémon has made it the subject of research. Ultra Sun They look raged, so no one catches them. They look like they taste bad, so predators won't eat them. And their numbers continue to grow. Ultra Moon Because of its miserable appearance, most people pay no attention,
but there are some who collect Feebas-and Feebas alone! Generation VIII Galar #152 GalarCrown Tundra #188 Sword Although attractive and unpopular, the wonderful vitality of this Pokémon has made it the subject of research. Shield Is a miserable and ugly Pokémon. However, it is very hardy and can survive with a little water. Game Sites Feebas fishing
spots are randomly created for Generation III and IV games. In Ruby, Sapphire, and Emerald change randomly every time the trend in the city of Dewford changes. In Sino, they change every day. In the side games Feebas will not appear in Pokémon Mystery Dungeon: Blue Rescue Team until a rescue mission that includes is completed, for example, using
the following code Wonder Mail: 1; 6 9 ♀ J Y; X 6 Q X J; Q F 4; 6 Q! X Target: Rescue Feebas on floor 3 of Thunderwave Cave. At Events Wild Area New Games Event Gigantamax Location Level Distribution Period SwSh Wild Area News Not Hide August 17, 30 August 1 to 5, 2020August 10 to 31, 2020 Held Game Data Held Item(s) Events * Pamtre
Berry (100%) Stats Base Statistics Pokéathlon Stats Enter Earnset Effectiveness By Flattening From TM/TR By Playing With Teaching Generation VIII Other Generations: III - IV - V - VI - VII Bold Shows a Move That Gets STAB When Used by Feebas Italics Shows a Move That Gets STAB Only When Used from an evolution of Feebas Click on the
generation numbers at the top to see Move Tutor Moves from other generations By transferring from another generation Side data game Evolution Sprites Trivia Feebas shares several notable similarities to Magikarp: His level-up moves are exactly the same those of Magikarp. However, Feebas can learn several moves from TMs and HMs, hatch from an
egg-to-egg Movements, and learn new moves through Move Tutors, making it slightly more useful in battle. Feebas shares the name of its category with Magikarp. Both are known as Pokémon Fish. Feebas and Magikarp have almost almost Statistics. However, Feebas has a higher attack and special defense, while Magikarp has a higher special attack and
defense. Both attack and defense stats for Feebas and Magikarp are reversed. They share the largest overall base stat increase of all Pokémon when they evolve: 340 (from 200 to 540). Both change appearances drastically after evolution, evolving into serpentine, dragon-like Pokémon. Feebas is the only Pokémon that requires modifying its status to
evolve. Given that status stats are a hidden engineer in games in which Pokémon Contests are absent, a Feebas that has enough Beauty points will still evolve when leveled. The Prism scale, introduced in Generation V, was created due to the fact that there is no legal way to increase the beauty of a Feebas in Generation V games, while with FireRed and
LeafGreen, players could trade Feebas to Ruby, Sapphire, or Emerald, and a haircut or grooming by Daisy Oak or the haircut brothers affects beauty in HeartGold and SoulSilver. This also makes feebas one of the few Pokémon that can evolve into a single stage through multiple methods in the kernel series. The others are: Ncada, which evolves into
Shedinja, but to do this, requires a Poké ball in the player's bag in generation IV onwards. Alolan Meowth, which evolves into Alolan Persian through friendship in Sun, Moon, Ultra Sun, and Ultra Moon; and through flattening up on the Let's go! Picatsu and let's go! Eevee. Eevee, which evolves into Leafeon through flattening near Moss Rock, Glaceon
through flattening near an Ice Rock (from generations IV to VII), or Sylveon leveling up knowing a fairy-type movement and having at least two levels of love (from generations VI to VII); and in Leafeon through exposure to a leaf stone, Glaceon through exposure to an ice stone, or Sylveon through flattening up knowing a fairy-type movement with high
friendship (in generation VIII). Magneton, which evolves into Magnezone through flattening in a special magnetic field (in generation IV through generation VII); and through exposure to a lightning stone (in generation VIII). Charjabug, which evolves into Vikavolt through flattening in a special magnetic field (in generation VII); and through exposure to a
lightning stone (in generation VIII). Feebas is unique among this list, since it is the only Pokémon that has been able to evolve into a single stage through multiple methods within the same game in a core series game at some point. The probability of finding a water tile with feebas on route 119 is about 1/73, with six possible fishing spots on 436 water tiles.
On Mount Coronet, it is 1/132, with four possible fishing spots on 528 water tiles. If the player a Pokémon on each tile, the probability of each Feebas tile passing without unwrapping a single Feebas is 1/64 on Route 119, while on Mount Coronet it is 1/16. Feebas has the lowest maximum performance performance Pokémon, capable of reaching only 11
stars. Feebas has the lowest base special stat attack of any Pokémon, associated with Shuckle, Bonsly, and Alolan Sandshrew. Origin Feebas seems to be based on a bass, possibly the big mouth bass. It also looks like the sea axe. Its drastic transformation when it evolves seems to be inspired by the classic fairy tale The Ugly Duckling, where a small and
weak duckling is treated as an outcast by other animals until it finally grows up to be a beautiful swan. Feebas source name can be a combination of weak (weak) and bass. Feebas is also vocally similar to phoebebus (Latin for shining one), possibly hinting at its milotic, sophisticated form. Hinbass can be a combination 貧 hin (bad) and bass. Hin can also
come from the words behind (located on the back) or block. In other languages Language Title Meaning Japanese K]バ inbas from 貧 hin and bass French Barpau From bar and crapaud. It also sounds like pas beau Spanish Feebas Same as the English name German Barschwa From Barsch and schwach Italian Feebas Same as the English name Korean ل
Vintina From ل binti nada Cantonese Chinese Mandarin Chinese 笨笨 / 笨笨⻥ Bènbènyú literally Silly fish More Hindi languages फ बेस Feebas Transcription of the English name Thai لل  Hinbass Transcription of the brand Japanese name Related Articles ← #348: Armaldo #350: Milotic → →
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